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Topics

- Revised UCLA Procedure 925.3
- Updated UCLA SBIR/STTR Guidance
UCLA Procedure 925.3

- Disclosing Financial Interests Relevant to Federally Sponsored Contracts and Grants for Research
- Revision will be issued August 17, 2009
- Will be posted on APPM website and on RPC website
UCLA Procedure 925.3

- Implements PHS Regulations on Objectivity in Research and NSF Investigator Financial Disclosure Policy
- Extended to cover *all* federally supported research
Other changes include:
- Responses to NIH reviewer comments
- Technical changes in UC Policy on Disclosure of Financial Interests and Management of Conflicts of Interest Related to Sponsored Projects
- Disclosure forms have been updated
Procedure 925.3

- Disclosure by all Investigators (those who share responsibility with the PI for the design, conduct, or reporting of the research)
- Disclosure of “Significant Financial Interests” as defined in PHS regulations and NSF policy
Investigators (PI+) must disclose to UCLA all “Significant Financial Interests” that would reasonably appear to be affected by the proposed research AND/OR in entities whose financial interests would reasonably appear to be affected by the research.
UCLA SBIR/STTR Guidance

- Released June 18, 2009
- Questions, Questions, Questions
- FAQs being prepared
- Subcontract proposal checklist almost ready for prime time
Where to find SBIR/STTR Guidance